UMASS DINING RESIDENTIAL MEAL PLANS

AWARD WINNING UMASS DINING SERVING DELICIOUS WORLD CUISINE IN A HEALTHY & SUSTAINABLE CONSCIOUS MANNER

CHOOSE FROM 4 OPTIONS!

UNLIMITED 500
UNLIMITED DC ACCESS, $500 DINING DOLLARS & 15 GUEST MEAL SWIPES

UNLIMITED 250
UNLIMITED DC ACCESS, $250 DINING DOLLARS & 15 GUEST MEAL SWIPES

DC BASIC
224 DC MEALS, 9 MEAL EXCHANGES & 15 GUEST MEAL SWIPES

UNLIMITED DC
UNLIMITED DINING COMMON ACCESS

DC: DINING COMMON
MEAL EXCHANGES: $10.50 VALUE RETAIL MEAL

DINING DOLLARS: A DOLLAR-FOR-DOLLAR EXCHANGE
*ROLL-OVER FROM FALL TO SPRING*

GUEST MEALS: MEAL ENTRY TO DC FOR PERSONAL USE

MORE INFO AVAILABLE AT WWW.UMASSDINING.COM or CALL 413-545-2472
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